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Food Pairing
in the Comtat Venaissin
1 - BEAUMES-DE-VENISE
BEAUMES-DE-VENISE WINE CELLAR / RHONÉA
The day starts with a tour of the Beaumes-de-Venise cellar and wine
tasting session at Rhonéa. The guide shows you around the production
area and explains the secrets behind wine making and ageing before a commented tasting session with the sommelier including local products paired
with four mythical Rhône valley vintages: Vacqueyras, Gigondas, Beaumesde-Venise and the Muscat de Beaumes-de-Venise.

Beaumes-de-Venise
> Châteauneuf-du-Pape

23 km

2 - CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE
CHOCOLATERIE CASTELAIN
The Palet des Papes was the first chocolate created by Bernard Castelain
who opened his Chocolaterie in 1994, in the heart of the famous Châteauneuf-du-Pape vineyard. It was a question of finding the perfect balance between dark chocolate and Marc de Châteauneuf-du-Pape, to bring
delicious chocolate and fine wine together. Try it out for yourself, with an
introductory workshop on wine and chocolate pairings at the Chocolaterie
Castelain. Experience an exhilarating journey of discovery with five chocolates and three wines at the tasting session.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape
> Monteux

17 km

Suggestion for lunch: Verger des Papes in Châteauneuf-du-Pape, famous
for its food but also for its wine cellar, architecture and shaded terrace
overlooking the village, the vineyard and the Rhône valley.

3 - MONTEUX
TRUFFES DU VENTOUX
In the afternoon, enjoy a visit to La Truffe du Ventoux (truffle
growers) in Monteux. At the foot of Mont Ventoux, accompanied by truffle dogs, this is a real introduction to the mysteries
of truffle growing and “cavage” (truffle hunting). The tasting
focuses on choice recipes and pairings. Truffles go well with
neutral dishes (potato, fresh pasta, eggs, etc.) and truffles
with olive oil is always a match made in heaven.

This introduction to the art of successful food pairing combines wines,
chocolates and truffles between the Dentelles de Montmirail and Mont
Ventoux.
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When is the best time to enjoy this food pairing tour?
The truffle season hits its peak from mid-January.
We recommend visiting from November to March or from mid-May to
mid-August to enjoy the summer truffle and its hazelnut perfume.

On a practical note

Food Pairing in the Comtat Venaissin

Rhonéa - Cave de Beaumes-de-Venise
www.rhonea.fr
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
• The cellar tour and tasting lasts for two hours, booking essential
• Numerous offerings and activities at www.oenotourisme.rhonea.fr

Chocolaterie Castelain
www.chocolat-castelain.fr
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
• Duration of the wine and chocolate workshop: 45 minutes
• Labels: Quality Tourism, French Chocolate, Pure Cocoa Butter Charter,
Cyclists Welcome

Le Verger des Papes restaurant
www.vergersdespapes.com
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
• Provençal cuisine based on products from the surrounding terroirs and a
wine cellar of over 200 products

La Truffe du Ventoux
www.truffes-ventoux.com
PRACTICAL INFORMATION
• In the winter, the discovery walk is followed by a truffle tasting session by
the fireside at the farm
• Bed & breakfast at La Quinsonne
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